
Agency

Agency Address 1525 Blue Spruce Dr.
Fort Collins, CO 80524

TimeIn01:00 PM

Timeout03:25 PM

Facility NameGenoa Coffee & Wine OwnerNameMunroe Culinary LLC Kevin Munroe
Facility Address2614 S Timberline Rd # C-101  Fort Collins CO 80525-3403

Inspection TypeRoutineDate09/06/2023
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Inspection Result 1Inspection Result: Re-Inspection Required
Static Score ValuesPASS: 0-49 points
RE-INSPECTION REQUIRED: 50-109 points
CLOSED: 110+ points

Inspection URL
PIC Heading

Inspector Heading
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Observations15.  Food separated and protected 
This is a Priority item
 3-302.11 (A) (1-2) - Raw Animal Food- Separation, Packaging, and Segregation (P)

Observation: Cartons of liquid eggs were observed over ready-to-eat foods in the 2 door reach in cooler in 
the back storage area.

 ->Keep raw animal foods separate and below produce, prepared foods and other ready-to-eat foods to 
prevent cross contamination.

Correct by 09/06/2023     

16.  Food contact surfaces; cleaned and sanitized 
This is a Priority item
 4-602.11 (C) - TCS Foods - Cleaning Frequency (P)

Observation: Staff stated that the cutting board attached to the sandwhich make table is sanitized at the 
end of the night. Cutting board is a food contact surface and needs to go through the wash, rinse and 
sanitize process at least every 4 hours. 

 ->In use equipment and utensils such as cutting boards, slicers, knives, and tongs, held at room 
temperature, must be washed in a detergent solution, rinsed and then sanitized (50-200 ppm 
chlorine/150-400 ppm quaternary ammonia) at least once every 4 hours to prevent accumulation of food 
residue and the growth of microorganisms. Set up a schedule to ensure equipment and utensils are pulled 
to clean and sanitize every 4 hours.

     

22.  Proper cold holding temperatures 
This is a Priority item
 3-501.16 (A) (2) - TCS Food, Cold Holding (P)

Observation: Quiche (53F) measured improperly cold holding in the upper section of the glass display 
cooler. Staff stated quiche had been placed in the cooler greater than 4 hours prior. Half and half 
measured improperly cold holding at 43F in the lower section of the cooler. Upper section of the cooler 
measured 52F. Lower section of cooler measured below 41F. 

-> Adjust/repair refrigeration equipment to maintain foods at less than 41 F.

->Do not use refrigeration unit to store potentially hazardous foods until it has been adjusted/repaired to 
hold less than 41 F.

*Quiche was discarded as requested. See voluntary condemnation agreement. All TCS items were 
relocated from the cooler as requested. 

Cut lettuce (49F) in a plastic container measured improperly cold holding in the top of the sandwich make 
table. Cut lettuce container was placed on top of the wells in the table. Staff stated lettuce was placed in 
the cooler less than 3 hours prior. Cut tomatoes (45F) measured improperly cold holding in the top portion 
of the make table. Cut tomatoes were prepared 3 hours prior. 

*Cut lettuce was relocated to the 2 door upright reach in cooler to cool as requested. 

Cooked chicken breasts (47F) measured improperly cold holding in the 2 door reach in cooler. Staff stated 
items had been placed in the cooler last night.
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Observations*Chicken breasts were discarded as requested. See Voluntary Condemnation Agreement.

 ->Cold hold foods below 41 F to prevent the growth of microorganisms. 

     

23.  Proper date marking and disposition 
This is a Priority Foundation item
 3-501.17 - Ready-to-Eat TCS Food, Date Marking (Pf)

Observation: Hard boiled eggs dated 8/29 were observed in the glass display cooler past their 7 day limit.

 ->Proper date marking is day of preparation (Day 1) + 6 additional days = 7 day total hold time.

->Ready-to-eat foods that are held refrigerated for more than 24 hours must be clearly marked with the 
date the product packaging is opened or the date the product is made. These foods must be consumed, 
sold, served or discarded within 7 days to control exposure to Listeria monocytogenes bacteria.

*Eggs discarded as requested. See Voluntary Condemnation Agreement. 

     

24.  Time as a Public Health Control; procedures and records 
This is a Priority item
 3-501.19 (A), (B)(2), (C)(2) and (3) - Time as a Public Health Control, Written Procedures and 
Identification (Pf)

Observation:  Establishment stated they are using time as a public health control for caprese croissants. 
Croissant was not marked with the time it was removed from temperature control or discard time and 
written procedures were not available. 

->To use time rather than temperature to control the growth of microorganisms, written procedures must 
be developed and utilized. The plan must indicate how the food will be marked when it is to be removed 
from temperature control, how long the food is to be held out of temperature, and must specify the food will 
be discarded once time has expired. Develop required written procedures for review.

 ->Foods must be marked with the time they are removed from temperature control or the time the product 
is to be discarded. Foods must be served or discarded within 4 hours.

*Croissant discarded as requested. See Voluntary Condemnation Agreement.
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General CommentsGENERAL COMMENTS
General CommentsA routine inspection was conducted with the following noted:

Good hand washing observed. 
Proper glove and utensil use observed. 
Signed employee illness policies provided.
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Voluntary CondemnationVOLUNTARY CONDEMNATION

Items Disposed TitleDisposed Items Disposal MethodDisposal Method ValueValue CommentsComments

List Disposed1container of hard boiled eggs How Disposed1discarded into the trash Value1$ 1.00 Comments1past 7 day date marking limit

List Disposed2caprese croissant How Disposed2discarded into the trash Value2$ 5.00 Comments2improper time as a control use

List Disposed3quiche How Disposed3discarded into the trash Value3$ 30.00 Comments3improper cold holding

List Disposed44 chicken breasts How Disposed4discarded into the trash Value4$ 10.00 Comments4improper cold holding

List Disposed5 How Disposed5 Value5 Comments5

List Disposed6 How Disposed6 Value6 Comments6

List Disposed7 How Disposed7 Value7 Comments7

List Disposed8 How Disposed8 Value8 Comments8

List Disposed9 How Disposed9 Value9 Comments9

List Disposed10 How Disposed10 Value10 Comments10

List Disposed11 How Disposed11 Value11 Comments11

List Disposed12 How Disposed12 Value12 Comments12

List Disposed13 How Disposed13 Value13 Comments13

List Disposed14 How Disposed14 Value14 Comments14

List Disposed15 How Disposed15 Value15 Comments15
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